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LOOK
WHO DT
SPOTTED
AT THE
PHILIPS
STYLE ZONE
(L-R) Asim Warsi, Soha Ali Khan and Ken Kang
t was a glamorous evening in the goody bags to some lucky customers.
city when Samsung launched Soha even posed for pictures with custheir new Galaxy S6 edge+ with tomers who had pre-booked the phone
Bollywood actress Soha Ali Khan, at and were present at the do.
an S-carpet event at the brand’s outlet
This new model comes with an inat Cyber Hub, Gurgaon. The S-carpet novative Dual Edge 5.7” Quad HD disdo, the brand’s signature event each play, quick wireless charging and realtime they launch a new model, saw ly good image quality through its feaSoha and Asim Warsi, VP, marketing, ture packed 16MP rear and 5 MP front
mobile & IT devices, Samsung India camera. Ken Kang, MD, mobile & IT
Electronics, hand out the first Sam- devices, Samsung India Electronics,
sung Galaxy S6 edge+ phones and was also present at the launch.
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A grand experience
Pics: Mayur Bhatt

I shop for jootis in
Chandni Chowk:
Nitish Bharadwaj
ctor Nitish
B
h
a r a dw a j ,
best known for his
portrayal of Lord
Krishna in the television series Mahabharat, was recently in Delhi to
play the same iconic role in his Hindi
play, Chakravyuh.
“I usually visit DelNitish
hi twice a month for
Bharadwaj
my plays or to meet
my friends in the Parliament. While the capital provides a view of Rajput, Mughal and colonial architecture, Mumbai only has colonial structures. Delhi
has more greenery,” says the former MP.
Nitish, who loves roaming around in Delhi, added,
“I eat at Paranthe Wali Gali, shop for jootis in Chandni Chowk and buy books at Khan Market. I also like
shopping in CP and hang out a lot at Delhi Gymkhana, where I play tennis. I also love going to the Jhandewalan temple.” But he hates the ‘arrogance’ of Delhiites. “People here take pride in breaking rules, and
somehow everyone is related to the PM! Also, when I
attend parties, it seems like everyone is trying to
judge you and assess your worth,” he said.
— Pratyush.Patra@timesgroup.com

Aanchal
Kumar was
busy browsing
through some
high-end
products at the
Philips Style
Zone. Looking
casual in
a white
off-shoulder
top, she had
dropped in at
the venue to
catch some
shows at the
Lakmé
Fashion Week

CELEBRITY ALERT: SPOTTED AT THE LAKMÉ PLAYZONE
Tejas Kudtarkar

A
Kapil Mathur
t was an evening of
the unconventional
complementing the
natural, when Stonex
RAVISHING IN RED:
India Pvt Ltd inaugu- (L-R) Vikas Agarwal, Saurav Agarwal and Gaurav Agarwal
Mahima Chaudhary
rated its exclusive Excess
lies
in
the
fact
that
we
“We have always offered our
perience Gallery in Ahmehave always tried to compre- patrons the best quality proddabad. The crème de la crème
hend our customer’s needs uct.” Gaurav Agarwal, diof Ahmedabad gathered to
and aspirations, and broadly rector, Stonex India Pvt Ltd,
witness the grand opening
succeeded in the initiative. said, “This is a first of its kind
where natural stones, texAs a part of our larger thrust gallery in Gujarat and the
tures and experiential design
in the natural stone segment, first gallery outside Delhi.
became the topic of discuswe are delighted to open our More than 200 architects and
sion. The event had Bollynew showroom for the conv- top builders from the city
wood actress Mahima
enience of our valued cus- turned out. The response
Chaudhary as the guest of
tomers in Ahmedabad and from Ahmedabad was overhonour. Singer Shruti
nearby places, with an un- whelming considering what
Pathak’s performance upped
MUSICAL TOUCH: Shruti derlying confidence that it the city was going through.”
the mood of the evening.
will help in beautifying the Kapil Mathur, principal arA first generation compa- Pathak
ny founded in the year 2003, leries for clients with a pen- interior and exterior of their chitect, was also present at
the event.
it is the first company in the chant for exclusivity. Vikas dream spaces.”
–– Navya.Maliniyv
Saurav Agarwal, direccountry which spearheaded Agarwal, director, Stonex In@timesgroup.com
the concept of experience gal- dia Pvt Ltd, said, “Our suc- tor, Stonex India Pvt Ltd, said,
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Techie talkies with Soha

Soha Ali Khan giving out a goody bag to a lucky customer
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Puckering up for
our camera this
time was
Ruhi Singh
(Miss Universal
Peace and Humanity, 2014)
during the
ongoing Lakmé
Fashion Week
Winter/Festive
2015. Her playful
pout makes
this picture
drool-worthy!

